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Jeena Seekh Liya is a 2008 Indian coming-of-age drama and comedy film directed by Milind Ukey and
starring Siddharth Chandekar, Mrunmayee Deshpande and Ranjeet. The film is a remake of the 2002

Telugu-language film, Pallakka Naallum Nalla Kaathukulla. The film had its world premiere at the
2008 Toronto International Film Festival, followed by the Mumbai premiere, and India's premiere on

4 January 2008 at the IFFI (International Film Festival of India). In the U.S., the film had its North
American premiere on 31 January 2008. On release, the film received positive reviews and was a box

office success.In India, the film was released in 180 screens in 6 Hindi speaking states and one in
English speaking Kerala. On the first day of its release, the film grossed in its first two days in India.
Humne Jeena Seekh Liya is a bollywood audio song by composer Anu Malik.The first single of Hindi
remake of Telugu film Pallakka Nalla Kaathuka written and directed by Milind Ukey. This song was
released in the year 2008. Humne Jeena Seekh Liya (2008) movie duration is 2:23 min. Keerthana

rekha is leading role. Keerthana rekha, Monali, bachna rekha play other role in this movie. If you like
to watch loudist bangla movie Humne Jeena Seekh Liya, do not miss to watch this movie. Watch the

Taynaiyaan Humne Sweety Dhaage Wada Mere video before converting or downloading, you can
preview it by clicking Watch Video button, Download MP3 button will convert to mp3 and Download

MP4 button will convert to mp4; SavefromNets.com allows you to download any videos from the
supported website into MP3, MP4, and more format.
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